BROWN TAKES RELAY IN K.C. MEET
Loses Closest Meet of Season to Syracuse

Bateman Falls On Turn And Event Goes to Providence Steam--Steinbrenner Stuns

Sophomore Flash Captures Two Second Places in 45 Yard High Hurdles from Fast Field--Jack Wiebe Shows Up Well

Due to a bad break at Bateman in a hurdle, the relay team suffered another setback at the hands of Brown at Mechanics Hall on Saturday evening. The team lost two seconds in fast competition over the 45 yard hurdles, while Jack Wiebe ran a beautiful race against Hassney to finish second in the 88 yard hurdles, which proved to be one of the fastest of the contest.

In the semifinals Wiebe was up against rivals for the 88 yard hurdles, but the Tech Sophomore Flash Captures Two Second Places in 45 Yard High Hurdles from Fast Field--Jack Wiebe Shows Up Well

The result was massive, with Wiebe clearing 12 feet and 1/2 inches, and Hassney clearing 11 feet and 6 inches. Wiebe's efforts were enough to secure a second-place finish, while Hassney ended up in third place. The final outcome of the relay race was not immediately clear, but Wiebe's performance was a highlight of the day.

Midshipmen Trip to N.Y. in Initial Meet

Navy reigns supreme in foil--Coles takes both bouts with swords

STUBBS STARS FOR NAVY

In the first official meet of the season, the winning team lost to the engineer on the first hurdle of the Valley Academy, but the Navy had seven boys to their three. The Navy's impressive performance resulted in a victory over the Army, with two older men with this

In the finals, Captain Levy and Ethics each were able to take one bout. Levitt defeated McMillan 3-2, and Ellis defeated Kauzem 3-2. All of the bouts were close, especially in the semi-finals, where the winner margin of one point, the other being a quarter-point, made the difference. In the final, Ellis and Millard each won two bouts, with the other two bouts won by the Army. The referee's decision was made in favor of the Army. The Navy team took a second place overall, with the other two teams taking third and fifth. The match concluded with Captain Levy winning over Captain Thorne on a tie-breaker, 3-2.

The fact that Captain Ward was not able to win the ship's championship for the second straight year will not bother him, as he has shown a willingness to accept his fate and continue to work hard for the team. The All-American coach has not been doing so well during the rest of the season, coming through in a very pretty manner.

Losing a close fight to the Syracuse team, the Navy swimmers went down to defeat by a score of 37 to 35. The men were not able to come against the strong Syracuse team, which was not doing so well during the rest of the season. The match concluded with Captain Levy winning over Captain Thorne on a tie-breaker, 3-2.

The relay race was won by the Navy, with Kauzem, Mc. T. I., and Charles, M. T. I., leading the Navy team. The Navy team was led by Captain Levy, but after the first four minutes and eleven seconds, the Navy team lost two of his bouts by the narrowest margin. The relay was won by the Navy, with Captain Levy winning over Captain Thorne on a tie-breaker, 3-2.

A $50,000 gift would bring only $2500 a year. What would you do if you had a certain amount of capital (if invested at 5 per cent a year) what would be the present value? What would be your present scale of living? What would you maintain your present scale of living? How much would you be able to maintain your present scale of living? What would you be able to maintain your present scale of living? What would you be able to maintain your present scale of living? How much would you be able to maintain your present scale of living?